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ABSTRACT 
This paper reports on an experiment comparing constrained 
and unconstrained movement in a 2D zooming environ-
ment. Results for a directed search task showed a signifi-
cant decrease in time on task when movement was con-
strained, accompanied by considerable reductions in all 
mouse movement activity. Detailed analysis suggests that 
subjects were calmer, more confident in their actions and 
experienced less spatial disorientation, and indicates that 
judiciously constrained movement can reduce both me-
chanical and cognitive demands of navigating. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Most techniques for supporting and controlli ng movement 
aim to increase freedom of movement, giving users the op-
tion of going anywhere. However, limiting where users can 
go may make it easier for them to get to where they want to 
go. A variety of techniques for constraining movement has 
been proposed, typically limiting movement to algorithmi-
cally defined regions [1, 2] or trajectories [3, 5, 6], but em-
pirical evidence for their effectiveness is lacking. This pa-
per reports on an experiment comparing constrained and 
unconstrained movement in directed search. 

TWO MODELS OF MOVEMENT IN JAZZ 
Jazz [4], a 2D spatial zooming interface, was the interaction 
environment used for the study. Jazz employs a metaphor of 
an infinite two-dimensional surface that can be viewed at an 
infinite range of magnifications. Movement is by zoom-
ingchanging the scale of the viewand pan-
ningchanging its planar coordinates. The experiment 
compared Pad mode, conventional unconstrained move-
ment, to Leylines mode, constrained movement based on 
Predictive Targeted Movement (PTM) [5].  

In Pad mode, movement is relative to the surface: The sys-
tem centers zooming on the surface point under the mouse. 
In Leylines mode, movement is relative to objects on the 
surface: The system uses the mouse location to predict the 
user’s intended destination and then moves the viewpoint 
along a trajectory that will center the target in the view, 
fil ling the view. The predicted target is the object closest to 

the mouse (zoom-in) or the “Top of the World,” the most 
magnified view that contains all objects on the surface 
(zoom-out). Movement stops when the target is reached. 

Consequently, it is possible to move to any area of the sur-
face in Pad mode, but only possible to move toward an area 
that contains objects in Leylines mode. In the experiment, 
the actions required to direct movement were identical in 
the two modes; only the system response differed. Pure 
panning was available only in Pad mode. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
The experiment used a 1x2 within-subject design with re-
peated measures, alternating the mode used first. The ex-
perimental stimuli consisted 
of a set of photographs 
sparsely distributed on the 
surface. The subjects’ task 
was to move from their 
current location to the pho-
tograph at a specified target 
location (Figure 1). A target 
had to be reached before 
the next was presented. The 
layout was designed so that 
the view had to be signifi-
cantly magnified before 
photographs were visible 
(Figure 3). This ensured 
that the task entailed 
movement to out-of-view 
targets and required think-
ing about how to get there. 
Subjects trained exten-
sively, then were tested, 
with one mode before train-
ing and testing with the 
second. 

In order to help subjects 
navigate, a conceptual grid 
subdivided the occupied 
portion of the surface and 
alphanumeric cell designa-
tions were used to reference 
specific locations (e.g., 
Figure 1 shows an 8x8 grid 
with 6 photographs). This 
gave subjects a means of 
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Figure 1 Experimental stim-
uli: The small (grey) window 
cues the target location (here 
C3); the large (white) window 
is the view of the surface. 
Photograph outlines shown 
for illustration onlythese 
were not seen by subjects.  

 
Figure 2 View zoomed in. 
Note the appearance of the 
B2 location marker. 

 
Figure 3 View zoomed in so 
that target at C3 is visible.  



“knowing” where to go without requiring them to learn a 
specific configuration of objects. Fixed size grid markers 
appeared on the surface at regular intervals to help users 
navigate. The corners and center of the grid had permanent 
markers (Figure 1), while other markers appeared as the 
view magnified (Figure 2). Testing layouts used a 23x23 
grid containing 50 photographs, with 16 serving as targets. 

RESULTS 
Data from one subject were excluded due to technical mal-
function, leaving 12 in each starting condition. Tables 1 and 
2 show results of one-tailed t-tests of timing data. View 
“move” and “non-move” is time spent actually moving and 
not moving the view, respectively. “Mouse move” is time 
spent moving the mouse. The latter comprises “drag” and 
“non-drag,” moving the mouse with and without a button 
pressed, respectively. Note that a button press is synony-
mous with view movement.  

Table 1 shows that constrained movement (Leylines) 
yielded a significant decrease in time on task, accompanied 
by considerable reductions in all mouse movement activity. 
Subjects moved the mouse less even when the view was 
stationary (non-drag time), suggesting that they were calmer 
and more confident in their actions. 

Table 2 shows that subjects distributed their time differently 
within activities. Most notably, they spent a larger propor-
tion of the total task time looking at a stationary view (view 
non-move time) with unconstrained movement (Pad 
mode)presumably planning for movementyet got to 
destinations faster when movement was constrained. Sub-
jects also spent a larger percentage of view non-move time 
moving the mouse“doodling,” using the mouse as a vis-

ual aid to reasoning, or preparing for view move-
mentwhen movement was unconstrained, suggesting that 
they were experiencing more spatial disorientation. 

These conclusions are corroborated by subjects’ comments. 
Subjects proclaimed themselves lost more often in Pad 
mode. Several remarked appreciatively on how Leylines 
mode required less precise mouse control, with one subject 
spontaneously exclaiming, “This is a lot easier!” Overall , 
quantitative and qualitative data indicate that judiciously 
constrained movement can speed navigation by reducing 
both mechanical and cognitive demands of navigating. 
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 Pad Leylines % t(23) p < 

Time on task 94.2 66.0 -29.9 4.93 .0001 

View move time 47.9 37.2 -22.3 3.12 .005 

Mouse move time 52.4 27.9 -46.8 7.08 .0001 

Mouse drag time 27.8 14.3 -54.4 5.22 .0001 

Mouse non-drag time 24.7 13.6 -44.9 7.61 .0001 
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Table 1 Mean time usage per net surface unit between targets. (milliseconds/surface unit). Times are normalized because 
of differences among target sequences in total distance between targets.  % column shows change from Pad to Leylines. 

 Pad Leylines % t(23) p < 
View non-move time/ 
Time on task 

.49 .42 -14.3 3.89 .001 

Mouse move time 
/Time on task 

.57 .43 -24.6 6.84 .0001 

Mouse drag time/ 
Mouse move time 

.52 .50 -3.8 .53 .6 

Mouse drag time/ 
View move time 

.58 .38 -34.5 7.24 .0001 

Mouse non-drag time/ 
View non-move time 

.56 .48 -9.0 3.62 .005 
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Table 2 Time distribution within activities. % column shows change from Pad to Leylines. 


